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The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism

by F.T. Marinetti
Le Figaro (Paris), 20 February 1909

We had stayed up all night, my friends and I, under hanging mosque lamps with domes of filigreed brass, domes 
starred like our spirits, shining like them with the prisoned radiance of electric hearts. For hours we had trampled 
our atavistic ennui into rich oriental rugs, arguing up to the last confines of logic and blackening many reams of 
paper with our frenzied scribbling.

An immense pride was buoying us up, because we felt ourselves alone at that hour, alone, awake, and on our 
feet, like proud beacons or forward sentries against an army of hostile stars glaring down at us from their celestial 
encampments. Alone with stokers feeding the hellish fires of great ships, alone with the black specters who grope 
in the red-hot bellies of locomotives launched on their crazy courses, alone with drunkards reeling like wounded 
birds along the city walls.

Suddenly we jumped, hearing the mighty noise of the huge double-decker trams that rumbled by outside, ablaze 
with colored lights, like villages on holiday suddenly struck and uprooted by the flooding Po and dragged over falls
and through gorges to the sea.

Then the silence deepened. But, as we listened to the old canal muttering its feeble prayers and the creaking 
bones of sickly palaces above their damp green beards, under the windows we suddenly heard the famished roar 
of automobiles.

“Let’s go!” I said. “Friends, away! Let’s go! Mythology and the Mystic Ideal are defeated at last. We’re about to see
the Centaur’s birth and, soon after, the first flight of Angels!... We must shake at the gates of life, test the bolts and
hinges. Let’s go! Look there, on the earth, the very first dawn! There’s nothing to match the splendor of the sun’s 
red sword, slashing for the first time through our millennial gloom!”

We went up to the three snorting beasts, to lay amorous hands on their torrid breasts. I stretched out on my car 
like a corpse on its bier, but revived at once under the steering wheel, a guillotine blade that threatened my 
stomach.

The raging broom of madness swept us out of ourselves and drove us through streets as rough and deep as the 
beds of torrents. Here and there, sick lamplight through window glass taught us to distrust the deceitful 
mathematics of our perishing eyes.

I cried, “The scent, the scent alone is enough for our beasts.”

And like young lions we ran after Death, its dark pelt blotched with pale crosses as it escaped down the vast violet
living and throbbing sky.

But we had no ideal Mistress raising her divine form to the clouds, nor any cruel Queen to whom to offer our 
bodies, twisted like Byzantine rings! There was nothing to make us wish for death, unless the wish to be free at 
last from the weight of our courage!

And on we raced, hurling watchdogs against doorsteps, curling them under our burning tires like collars under a 
flatiron. Death, domesticated, met me at every turn, gracefully holding out a paw, or once in a while hunkering 
down, making velvety caressing eyes at me from every puddle.

“Let’s break out of the horrible shell of wisdom and throw ourselves like pride-ripened fruit into the wide, contorted 
mouth of the wind! Let’s give ourselves utterly to the Unknown, not in desperation but only to replenish the deep 
wells of the Absurd!”

The words were scarcely out of my mouth when I spun my car around with the frenzy of a dog trying to bite its tail,



and there, suddenly, were two cyclists coming towards me, shaking their fists, wobbling like two equally 
convincing but nevertheless contradictory arguments. Their stupid dilemma was blocking my way—Damn! 
Ouch!... I stopped short and to my disgust rolled over into a ditch with my wheels in the air...

O maternal ditch, almost full of muddy water! Fair factory drain! I gulped down your nourishing sludge; and I 
remembered the blessed black beast of my Sudanese nurse... When I came up—torn, filthy, and stinking—from 
under the capsized car, I felt the white-hot iron of joy deliciously pass through my heart!

A crowd of fishermen with handlines and gouty naturalists were already swarming around the prodigy. With 
patient, loving care those people rigged a tall derrick and iron grapnels to fish out my car, like a big beached 
shark. Up it came from the ditch, slowly, leaving in the bottom, like scales, its heavy framework of good sense and
its soft upholstery of comfort.

They thought it was dead, my beautiful shark, but a caress from me was enough to revive it; and there it was, 
alive again, running on its powerful fins!

And so, faces smeared with good factory muck—plastered with metallic waste, with senseless sweat, with 
celestial soot—we, bruised, our arms in slings, but unafraid, declared our high intentions to all the living of the 
earth:

Manifesto of Futurism
1. We intend to sing the love of danger, the habit of energy and fearlessness.

2. Courage, audacity, and revolt will be essential elements of our poetry.

3. Up to now literature has exalted a pensive immobility, ecstasy, and sleep. We intend to exalt aggressive 
action, a feverish insomnia, the racer’s stride, the mortal leap, the punch and the slap.

4. We affirm that the world’s magnificence has been enriched by a new beauty: the beauty of speed. A racing 
car whose hood is adorned with great pipes, like serpents of explosive breath—a roaring car that seems to 
ride on grapeshot is more beautiful than the Victory of Samothrace. 

5. We want to hymn the man at the wheel, who hurls the lance of his spirit across the Earth, along the circle of 
its orbit.

6. The poet must spend himself with ardor, splendor, and generosity, to swell the enthusiastic fervor of the 
primordial elements.

7. Except in struggle, there is no more beauty. No work without an aggressive character can be a masterpiece. 
Poetry must be conceived as a violent attack on unknown forces, to reduce and prostrate them before man.

8. We stand on the last promontory of the centuries!... Why should we look back, when what we want is to 
break down the mysterious doors of the Impossible? Time and Space died yesterday. We already live in the 
absolute, because we have created eternal, omnipresent speed.

9. We will glorify war—the world’s only hygiene—militarism, patriotism, the destructive gesture of freedom 
bringers, beautiful ideas worth dying for, and scorn for woman.

10. We will destroy the museums, libraries, academies of every kind, will fight moralism, feminism, every 
opportunistic or utilitarian cowardice.

11. We will sing of great crowds excited by work, by pleasure, and by riot; we will sing of the multicolored, 
polyphonic tides of revolution in the modern capitals; we will sing of the vibrant nightly fervor of arsenals and 
shipyards blazing with violent electric moons; greedy railway stations that devour smoke-plumed serpents; 
factories hung on clouds by the crooked lines of their smoke; bridges that stride the rivers like giant 
gymnasts, flashing in the sun with a glitter of knives; adventurous steamers that sniff the horizon; deep-
chested locomotives whose wheels paw the tracks like the hooves of enormous steel horses bridled by 
tubing; and the sleek flight of planes whose propellers chatter in the wind like banners and seem to cheer like
an enthusiastic crowd.



It is from Italy that we launch through the world this violently upsetting incendiary manifesto of ours. With it, today, 
we establish Futurism, because we want to free this land from its smelly gangrene of professors, archaeologists, 
ciceroni and antiquarians. For too long has Italy been a dealer in second-hand clothes. We mean to free her from 
the numberless museums that cover her like so many graveyards.

Museums: cemeteries!... Identical, surely, in the sinister promiscuity of so many bodies unknown to one another. 
Museums: public dormitories where one lies forever beside hated or unknown beings. Museums: absurd abattoirs 
of painters and sculptors ferociously slaughtering each other with color-blows and line-blows, the length of the 
fought-over walls!

That one should make an annual pilgrimage, just as one goes to the graveyard on All Souls’ Day, that I grant. 
That once a year one should leave a floral tribute beneath the Gioconda, I grant you that... But I don’t admit that 
our sorrows, our fragile courage, our morbid restlessness should be given a daily conducted tour through the 
museums. Why poison ourselves? Why rot?

And what is there to see in an old picture except the laborious contortions of an artist throwing himself against the 
barriers that thwart his desire to express his dream completely?... Admiring an old picture is the same as pouring 
our sensibility into a funerary urn instead of hurtling it far off, in violent spasms of action and creation.

Do you, then, wish to waste all your best powers in this eternal and futile worship of the past, from which you 
emerge fatally exhausted, shrunken, beaten down?

In truth I tell you that daily visits to museums, libraries, and academies (cemeteries of empty exertion, Calvaries of
crucified dreams, registries of aborted beginnings!) are, for artists, as damaging as the prolonged supervision by 
parents of certain young people drunk with their talent and their ambitious wills. When the future is barred to them,
the admirable past may be a solace for the ills of the moribund, the sickly, the prisoner... But we want no part of it,
the past, we the young and strong Futurists! 

So let them come, the gay incendiaries with charred fingers! Here they are! Here they are!... Come on! set fire to 
the library shelves! Turn aside the canals to flood the museums!... Oh, the joy of seeing the glorious old canvases 
bobbing adrift on those waters, discolored and shredded!... Take up your pickaxes, your axes and hammers and 
wreck, wreck the venerable cities, pitilessly!

The oldest of us is thirty: so we have at least a decade for finishing our work. When we are forty, other younger 
and stronger men will probably throw us in the wastebasket like useless manuscripts—we want it to happen!

They will come against us, our successors, will come from far away, from every quarter, dancing to the winged 
cadence of their first songs, flexing the hooked claws of predators, sniffing doglike at the academy doors the 
strong odor of our decaying minds, which will have already been promised to the literary catacombs.

But we won’t be there... At last they’ll find us—one winter’s night—in open country, beneath a sad roof drummed 
by a monotonous rain. They’ll see us crouched beside our trembling aeroplanes in the act of warming our hands 
at the poor little blaze that our books of today will give out when they take fire from the flight of our images.

They’ll storm around us, panting with scorn and anguish, and all of them, exasperated by our proud daring, will 
hurtle to kill us, driven by a hatred the more implacable the more their hearts will be drunk with love and 
admiration for us.

Injustice, strong and sane, will break out radiantly in their eyes.

Art, in fact, can be nothing but violence, cruelty, and injustice.

The oldest of us is thirty: even so we have already scattered treasures, a thousand treasures of force, love, 
courage, astuteness, and raw will-power; have thrown them impatiently away, with fury, carelessly, unhesitatingly,
breathless, and unresting... Look at us! We are still untired! Our hearts know no weariness because they are fed 
with fire, hatred, and speed!... Does that amaze you? It should, because you can never remember having lived! 
Erect on the summit of the world, once again we hurl our defiance at the stars!



You have objections? — Enough! Enough! We know them... We’ve understood!... Our fine deceitful intelligence 
tells us that we are the revival and extension of our ancestors — Perhaps!... If only it were so! — But who cares? 
We don’t want to understand!... Woe to anyone who says those infamous words to us again!

Lift up your heads!

Erect on the summit of the world, once again we hurl defiance to the stars!

Technical Manifesto of Futurist Sculpture

by Umberto Boccioni
11 April 1912

The sculpture that we can see in the monuments and exhibitions of Europe affords us so lamentable a spectacle 
of barbarism and lumpishness that my Futurist eye withdraws from it in horror and disgust. We see almost 
everywhere the blind and clumsy imitation of all the formulae inherited from the past: an imitation which the 
cowardice of tradition and the listlessness of facility have systematically encouraged. Sculptural art in Latin 
countries is perishing under the ignominious yoke of Greece and of Michelangelo, a yoke carried with the ease of 
skill in France and Belgium, but with the most dreary stupefaction in Italy. We find in Germanic countries a 
ridiculous obsession with a hellenized Gothic style that is industrialized in Berlin and enervated in Munich by 
heavy-handed professors.

Slavic countries, on the other hand, are distinguished by a chaotic mixture of Greek archaisms, demons 
conceived by Nordic literature, and monsters born of oriental imagination. It is a tangle of influence ranging from 
the sibylline and excessive detail of the Asiatic spirit to the puerile and grotesque ingenuity of Laplanders and 
Eskimos.

In all these manifestations of sculpture, from the most mechanical to those moved by innovating currents, there 
persists the same error: the artist copies live models and studies classical statues with the artless conviction that 
he can find a style corresponding to modern feeling, without giving up the traditional concept of sculptural form. 
One must add also that this concept, with its age-old ideal of beauty, never gets away from the period of Phidias 
and the artistic decadence which followed it.

It defies explanation how generations of sculptors can continue to construct dummies without asking themselves 
why all the exhibition halls of sculpture have become reservoirs of boredom and nausea, or why inaugurations of 
public monuments, rendezvous of uncontrollable hilarity. This is not borne out by painting which, by its slow but 
continuous renovations, harshly condemns the plagiaristic and sterile work of all the sculptors of our time. When 
on earth will sculptors understand that to strive to build and to create with Egyptian, Greek, or Michelangelesque 
elements is just as absurd as trying to draw water from an empty well with a bottomless bucket? There can be no 
renewal of an art if at the same time its essence is not renewed, that is the vision and the concept of the line and 
masses which form its arabesque. It is not simply by reproducing the exterior aspects of life that art becomes the 
expression of its time; this is why sculpture as it was understood by artists of the past century and of today is a 
monstrous anachronism. Sculpture absolutely could not make progress in the narrow path it was assigned by the 
academic concept of the nude. An art which has to undress completely a man or woman in order to begin its 
emotive function, is stillborn.

Painting fortified, intensified, and enlarged itself thanks to the landscape and the surroundings that the 
Impressionist painters made act simultaneously on the human figure and on objects. It is by prolonging their 
efforts that we have enriched painting with our interpenetration of planes (Technical Manifesto of Futurist 
Painting, 11 April 1910). Sculpture will find a new source of emotion and, therefore, of style, by extending its 
plasticity into the immense domain which the human spirit has stupidly considered until now the realm of the 
subdivided, the impalpable, and the inexpressible. One must start with the central nucleus of the object one wants
to create, in order to discover the new forms which connect it invisibly and mathematically to the visible plastic 
infinite and to the interior plastic infinite. The new plasticity will thus be the translation in plaster, bronze, glass, 
wood, or any other material, of atmospheric planes that link and intersect things. What I have called physical 
transcendentalism (Lecture on Futurist Painting at the Circolo Artistico in Rome, May 1911) can render plastically 
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the sympathies and mysterious affinities which produce the reciprocal and formal influences of the objects’ 
planes.

Sculpture should give life to objects by rendering their extension into space palpable, systematic, and plastic, 
because no one can deny any longer that one object continues at the point another begins, and that everything 
surrounding our body (bottle, automobile, house, tree, street) intersects it and divides it into sections by forming 
an arabesque of curves and straight lines.

There have been two modern attempts to renew sculpture: one is decorative, for the sake of the style, the other is 
decidedly plastic, for the sake of the materials. The first remained anonymous and disordered, due to the lack of a
technical spirit capable of coordinating it. It remained linked to the economic necessities of officialdom and only 
produced traditional pieces of sculpture more or less decoratively synthesized, and surrounded by architectural or 
decorative forms. All the houses and big buildings constructed with modern taste and intentions manifest this 
attempt in marble, cement, or sheets of metal. The second attempt, more serious, disinterested, and poetic, but 
too isolated and fragmentary, lacked the synthesizing spirit capable of imposing a law. In any work of renovation, 
it is not enough to believe with fervor; one must also choose, hollow out, and then impose the route to be 
followed. I am referring to a great Italian sculptor: to Medardo Rosso, the only great modern sculptor who tried to 
enlarge the horizon of sculpture by rendering into plastic form the influences of a given environment and the 
invisible atmospheric links which attach it to the subject. Constantin Meunier contributed absolutely nothing new to
sculptural feeling. His statues are nearly always powerful fusions of the heroic Greek style and the athletic humility
of the stevedore, the sailor, or the miner. His concept of plasticity and structure of sculpture in the round and bas-
relief remained that of the Parthenon and the classical hero. He has, nevertheless, the very great merit of having 
been the first to try to ennoble subjects that before his time were despised, or else abandoned to realistic 
reproduction.

Bourdelle displays his personality by giving to the sculptural block a passionate and violent severity of masses 
that are abstractly architectonic. Endowed with the passionate, somber, and sincere temperament of a seeker, he 
could not, unfortunately, deliver himself from a certain archaicizing influence, nor from the anonymous influence of
all the stone-cutters of Gothic cathedrals.

Rodin unfolded a greater intellectual agility, which permitted him to pass with ease from the Impressionism of his 
Balzac to the irresolution of his Burghers of Calais, and to all his other works marked by the heavy influence of 
Michelangelo. He displays in his sculpture a restless inspiration, a grandiose lyrical power, which would be truly 
modern if Michelangelo and Donatello had not already preceded him with nearly identical forms some four 
hundred years ago, and if his gifts could have brought to life a completely re-created reality.

One finds then in the work of these three talents the three influences of three different periods: Greek in Meunier’s
work, Gothic in Bourdelle’s, Italian Renaissance in Rodin’s. The work of Medardo Rosso, on the other hand, is 
revolutionary, very modern, more profound, and of necessity restricted. There are hardly any heroes or symbols in
his sculptural work, instead the plane of the forehead of one of his women or children embodies and points to a 
release toward space which one day will have in the history of the human mind an importance far superior to that 
now acknowledged by contemporary critics. Unfortunately, the inevitably Impressionistic laws of his endeavor 
limited the researches of Medardo Rosso to a sort of high or low relief; it is proof that he still conceived of the 
figure as an isolated world, with a traditional essence and episodic intentions.

The artistic revolution of Medardo Rosso, although very important, starts from a pictorial point of view too much 
concerned with the exterior, and entirely neglects the problem of a new construction of planes. His sensual 
modeling, which tries to imitate the lightness of the Impressionists’ brushstroke, creates a fine effect of intense 
and immediate sensation, but it makes him work too quickly after nature, and deprives his art of any mark of 
universality. The artistic revolution of Medardo Rosso thus has both the virtues and the faults of Impressionism in 
painting. Our Futurist revolution also began there but, by continuing Impressionism, it has come to the opposite 
pole. In sculpture as well as in painting, one can renew art only by seeking the style of movement that is, by 
forming systematically and definitively into a synthesis that which Impressionism offered in a fragmentary, 
accidental, and consequently analytical way. This systematization of the vibration of light and of the 
interpenetrations of planes will produce Futurist sculpture: it will be architectonic in character, not only from the 
point of view of the construction of the masses, but also because the sculptural block will contain the architectonic
elements of the sculptural milieu in which the subject lives. 

Naturally we will create a sculpture of environment. A Futurist sculptural composition will contain in itself the 



marvelous mathematical and geometric elements of modern objects. These objects will not be placed alongside 
the statue, like so many explanatory attributes or separate decorative elements but, following the laws of a new 
conception of harmony, they will be embedded in the muscular lines of a body. We will see, for example, the 
wheel of a motor projecting from the armpit of a machinist, or the line of a table cutting through the head of a man 
who is reading, his book in turn subdividing his stomach with the spread fan of its sharp-edged pages.

In the current tradition of sculpture, the statue’s form is etched sharply against the atmospheric background of the 
milieu in which it stands. Futurist painting has surpassed this conception of the rhythmic continuity of lines in a 
figure and of its absolute isolation, without contact with the background and the enveloping invisible space. 
“Futurist poetry”, according to the poet Marinetti, “after having destroyed traditional prosody and created free 
verse, now abolishes syntax and the Latin sentence. Futurist poetry is a spontaneous, uninterrupted flow of 
analogies, each of which is intuitively summed up in its essential substantive. From this come untrammeled 
imagination and ‘words in freedom’”. The Futurist music of Balilla Pratella destroys the craniometric tyranny of 
rhythm. Why, then, should sculpture remain shackled by laws which have no justification? Let us break them 
courageously and proclaim the complete abolition of the finished line and the closed statue. Let us open up the 
figure like a window and enclose within it the environment in which it lives. Let us proclaim that the environment 
must form part of the plastic block as a special world regulated by its own laws. Let us proclaim that the sidewalk 
can climb up your table, that your head can cross the street, and that at the same time your household lamp can 
suspend between one house and another the immense spider-web of its dusty rays.

Let us proclaim that all the perceptible world must hurry toward us, amalgamating itself with us, creating a 
harmony that will be governed only by creative intuition. A leg, an arm, or any object whatsoever, being 
considered important only if an element of plastic rhythm, can easily be abolished in Futurist sculpture, not in 
order to imitate a Greek or Roman fragment, but to obey a harmony the sculptor wishes to create. A sculptural 
ensemble, like a painting, can only resemble itself, because in art the human figure and the objects should live 
outside of and despite all logic of appearances.

A figure can have an arm clothed and the rest of the body nude. The different lines of a vase of flowers can follow 
one another nimbly while blending with the lines of the hat and neck. Transparent planes of glass or celluloid, 
strips of metal, wire, interior or exterior electric lights can indicate the planes, the tendencies, the tones and half-
tones of a new reality. By the same token, a new intuitive modulation of white, grey and black can augment the 
emotive force of the planes, while a colored plane can accentuate violently the abstract significance of a plastic 
valve.

What we have already said about line-forces in painting (Preface-Manifesto of the Catalogue of the First Futurist 
Exhibition in Paris, October 1911) applies equally to sculpture In effect, we will give life to the static muscular line 
by merging it with the dynamic line-force. It will nearly always be a straight line, which is the only one 
corresponding to the interior simplicity of the synthesis that we oppose to the baroque exterior of analysis 
However, the straight line will not lead us to imitate the Egyptians, the primitives, and the savages, by following 
the absurd example of certain modern sculptors who have hoped that way to deliver themselves from Greek 
influence.

Our straight line will be alive and palpitating; it will lend itself to the demands of the infinite expressions of 
materials, and its fundamental, naked severity will express the severity of steel, which characterizes the lines of 
modern machinery Finally, we can affirm that the sculptor must not shrink from any means in order to obtain a 
reality. Nothing is more stupid than to fear to deviate from the art we practice There is neither painting, nor 
sculpture, nor music, nor poetry. The only truth is creation. Consequently, if a sculptural composition needs a 
special rhythm of movement to augment or contrast the fixed rhythm of the sculptural ensemble (necessity of the 
work of art), then one could use a little motor which would provide a rhythmic movement adapted to a given plane 
and a given line.

One must not forget that the tick-tock and the movement of the hands of a clock, the rise and fall of a piston in its 
cylinder, the meshing and unmeshing of two gears with the continual disappearance and reappearance of their 
little steel rectangles, the frenzy of a fly-wheel, the whirl of a propeller, all these are plastic and pictorial elements 
of which Futurist sculptural work must make use. For example: a valve opening and closing creates a rhythm as 
beautiful but infinitely newer than that of a living eyelid.

Conclusions 
1 The aim of sculpture is the abstract reconstruction of the planes and volumes which determine form, not their 



figurative value.
2 One must abolish in sculpture, as in all the arts, the traditionally “sublime” subject matter. 
3 Sculpture cannot make its goal the episodic reconstruction of reality. It should use absolutely all realities in 

order to reconquer the essential elements of plastic feeling. Consequently, the Futurist sculptor perceives the 
body and its parts as plastic zones, and will introduce into the sculptural composition planes of wood or metal, 
immobile or made to move, to embody an object; spherical and hairy forms for heads of hair; half-circles of 
glass, if it is a question of a vase; iron wires or trellises, to indicate an atmospheric plane, etc., etc.

4 It is necessary to destroy the pretended nobility, entirely literary and traditional, of marble and bronze, and to 
deny squarely that one must use a single material for a sculptural ensemble. The sculptor can use twenty 
different materials, or even more, in a single work, provided that the plastic emotion requires it. Here is a 
modest sample of these materials: glass, wood, cardboard, cement, iron, horsehair, leather, cloth, mirrors, 
electric lights, etc.

5 It is necessary to proclaim loudly that in the intersection of the planes of a book and the angles of a table, in 
the straight lines of a match, in the frame of a window, there is more truth than in all the tangle of muscles, the 
breasts and thighs of heroes and Venuses which enrapture the incurable stupidity of contemporary sculptors.

6 It is only by a very modern choice of subject that one can succeed in discovering new plastic ideas. 
7 The straight line is the only means that can lead us to the primitive virginity of a new architectonic construction 

of sculptural masses and zones.
8 There can be a reawakening only if we make a sculpture of milieu or environment, because only in this way 

can plasticity be developed, by being extended into space in order to model it. By means of the sculptor’s clay,
the Futurist today can at last model the atmosphere which surrounds things.

9 What the Futurist sculptor creates is to a certain extent an ideal bridge which joins the exterior plastic infinite to
the interior plastic infinite. It is why objects never end; they intersect with innumerable combinations of 
attraction and innumerable shocks of aversion. The spectator’s emotions will occupy the center of the 
sculptural work.

10 One must destroy the systematic use of the nude and the traditional concept of the statue and the monument.
11 Finally, one must at all cost refuse commissions of subjects determined in advance, and which therefore 

cannot contain a pure construction of completely renewed plastic elements.
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Manifesto of Futurist Architecture

by  Antonio Sant’Elia
Lacerba (Florence), 01 August 1914

No architecture has existed since 1700. A moronic mixture of the most various stylistic elements used to mask the
skeletons of modern houses is called modern architecture. The new beauty of cement and iron are profaned by 
the superimposition of motley decorative incrustations that cannot be justified either by constructive necessity or 
by our (modern) taste, and whose origins are in Egyptian, Indian or Byzantine antiquity and in that idiotic flowering
of stupidity and impotence that took the name of neoclassicism.

These architectonic prostitutions are welcomed in Italy, and rapacious alien ineptitude is passed off as talented 
invention and as extremely up-to-date architecture. Young Italian architects (those who borrow originality from 
clandestine and compulsive devouring of art journals) flaunt their talents in the new quarters of our towns, where a
hilarious salad of little ogival columns, seventeenth-century foliation, Gothic pointed arches, Egyptian pilasters, 
rococo scrolls, fifteenth- century cherubs, swollen caryatids, take the place of style in all seriousness, and 
presumptuously put on monumental airs. The kaleidoscopic appearance and reappearance of forms, the 
multiplying of machinery, the daily increasing needs imposed by the speed of communications, by the 
concentration of population, by hygiene, and by a hundred other phenomena of modern life, never cause these 
self-styled renovators of architecture a moment's perplexity or hesitation. They persevere obstinately with the 
rules of Vitruvius, Vignola and Sansovino plus gleanings from any published scrap of information on German 
architecture that happens to be at hand. Using these, they continue to stamp the image of imbecility on our cities, 
our cities which should be the immediate and faithful projection of ourselves.

And so this expressive and synthetic art has become in their hands a vacuous stylistic exercise, a jumble of ill-
mixed formulae to disguise a run-of-the-mill traditionalist box of bricks and stone as a modern building. As if we 
who are accumulators and generators of movement, with all our added mechanical limbs, with all the noise and 
speed of our life, could live in streets built for the needs of men four, five or six centuries ago.

This is the supreme imbecility of modern architecture, perpetuated by the venal complicity of the academies, the 
internment camps of the intelligentsia, where the young are forced into the onanistic recopying of classical models
instead of throwing their minds open in the search for new frontiers and in the solution of the new and pressing 
problem: the Futurist house and city. The house and the city that are ours both spiritually and materially, in which 
our tumult can rage without seeming a grotesque anachronism.

The problem posed in Futurist architecture is not one of linear rearrangement. It is not a question of finding new 
moldings and frames for windows and doors, of replacing columns, pilasters and corbels with caryatids, flies and 
frogs. Neither has it anything to do with leaving a façade in bare brick, or plastering it, or facing it with stone or in 
determining formal differences between the new building and the old one. It is a question of tending the healthy 
growth of the Futurist house, of constructing it with all the resources of technology and science, satisfying 
magisterially all the demands of our habits and our spirit, trampling down all that is grotesque and antithetical 
(tradition, style, aesthetics, proportion), determining new forms, new lines, a new harmony of profiles and 
volumes, an architecture whose reason for existence can be found solely in the unique conditions of modern life, 
and in its correspondence with the aesthetic values of our sensibilities. This architecture cannot be subjected to 
any law of historical continuity. It must be new, just as our state of mind is new.

The art of construction has been able to evolve with time, and to pass from one style to another, while maintaining
unaltered the general characteristics of architecture, because in the course of history changes of fashion are 
frequent and are determined by the alternations of religious conviction and political disposition. But profound 
changes in the state of the environment are extremely rare, changes that unhinge and renew, such as the 
discovery of natural laws, the perfecting of mechanical means, the rational and scientific use of material. In 
modern life the process of stylistic development in architecture has been brought to a halt. Architecture now 
makes a break with tradition. It must perforce make a fresh start.

Calculations based on the resistance of materials, on the use of reinforced concrete and steel, exclude 
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"architecture" in the classical and traditional sense. Modern constructional materials and scientific concepts are 
absolutely incompatible with the disciplines of historical styles, and are the principal cause of the grotesque 
appearance of "fashionable" buildings in which attempts are made to employ the lightness, the superb grace of 
the steel beam, the delicacy of reinforced concrete, in order to obtain the heavy curve of the arch and the 
bulkiness of marble.

The utter antithesis between the modern world and the old is determined by all those things that formerly did not 
exist. Our lives have been enriched by elements the possibility of whose existence the ancients did not even 
suspect. Men have identified material contingencies, and revealed spiritual attitudes, whose repercussions are felt
in a thousand ways. Principal among these is the formation of a new ideal of beauty that is still obscure and 
embryonic, but whose fascination is already felt even by the masses. We have lost our predilection for the 
monumental, the heavy, the static, and we have enriched our sensibility with a taste for the light, the practical, the
ephemeral and the swift. We no longer feel ourselves to be the men of the cathedrals, the palaces and the 
podiums. We are the men of the great hotels, the railway stations, the immense streets, colossal ports, covered 
markets, luminous arcades, straight roads and beneficial demolitions.

We must invent and rebuild the Futurist city like an immense and tumultuous shipyard, agile, mobile and dynamic 
in every detail; and the Futurist house must be like a gigantic machine. The lifts must no longer be hidden away 
like tapeworms in the niches of stairwells; the stairwells themselves, rendered useless, must be abolished, and 
the lifts must scale the lengths of the façades like serpents of steel and glass. The house of concrete, glass and 
steel, stripped of paintings and sculpture, rich only in the innate beauty of its lines and relief, extraordinarily "ugly" 
in its mechanical simplicity, higher and wider according to need rather than the specifications of municipal laws. It 
must soar up on the brink of a tumultuous abyss: the street will no longer lie like a doormat at ground level, but will
plunge many stories down into the earth, embracing the metropolitan traffic, and will be linked up for necessary 
interconnections by metal gangways and swift-moving pavements.

The decorative must be abolished. The problem of Futurist architecture must be resolved, not by continuing to 
pilfer from Chinese, Persian or Japanese photographs or fooling around with the rules of Vitruvius, but through 
flashes of genius and through scientific and technical expertise. Everything must be revolutionized. Roofs and 
underground spaces must be used; the importance of the façade must be diminished; issues of taste must be 
transplanted from the field of fussy moldings, finicky capitals and flimsy doorways to the broader concerns of bold 
groupings and masses, and large-scale disposition of planes. Let us make an end of monumental, funereal and 
commemorative architecture. Let us overturn monuments, pavements, arcades and flights of steps; let us sink the
streets and squares; let us raise the level of the city.

I COMBAT AND DESPISE: 
1. All the pseudo-architecture of the avant-garde, Austrian, Hungarian, German and American;

2. All classical architecture, solemn, hieratic, scenographic, decorative, monumental, pretty and pleasing;

3. The embalming, reconstruction and reproduction of ancient monuments and palaces;

4. Perpendicular and horizontal lines, cubical and pyramidical forms that are static, solemn, aggressive and 
absolutely excluded from our utterly new sensibility;

5. The use of massive, voluminous, durable, antiquated and costly materials.

AND PROCLAIM: 
1. That Futurist architecture is the architecture of calculation, of audacious temerity and of simplicity; the 

architecture of reinforced concrete, of steel, glass, cardboard, textile fiber, and of all those substitutes for 
wood, stone and brick that enable us to obtain maximum elasticity and lightness;

2. That Futurist architecture is not because of this an arid combination of practicality and usefulness, but remains 
art, i.e. synthesis and expression;

3. That oblique and elliptic lines are dynamic, and by their very nature possess an emotive power a thousand 
times stronger than perpendiculars and horizontals, and that no integral, dynamic architecture can exist that 
does not include these;



4. That decoration as an element superimposed on architecture is absurd, and that the decorative value of 
Futurist architecture depends solely on the use and original arrangement of raw or bare or violently colored 
materials;

5. That, just as the ancients drew inspiration for their art from the elements of nature, we-- who are materially and 
spiritually artificial-- must find that inspiration in the elements of the utterly new mechanical world we have 
created, and of which architecture must be the most beautiful expression, the most complete synthesis, the 
most efficacious integration;

6. That architecture as the art of arranging forms according to pre-established criteria is finished;

7. That by the term architecture is meant the endeavor to harmonize the environment with Man with freedom and 
great audacity, that is to transform the world of things into a direct projection of the world of the spirit;

8. From an architecture conceived in this way no formal or linear habit can grow, since the fundamental 
characteristics of Futurist architecture will be its impermanence and transience. Things will endure less than 
us. Every generation must build its own city. This constant renewal of the architectonic environment will 
contribute to the victory of Futurism which has already been affirmed by words-in-freedom, plastic dynamism, 
music without quadrature and the art of noises, and for which we fight without respite against traditionalist 
cowardice.

The Futurist Reconstruction of the Universe

by Giacomo Balla and Fortunato Depero 
March 11, 1915

We Futurists, Balla and Depero, seek to realize this total fusion in order to reconstruct the universe making it more
joyful, in other words by a complete re-creation.
We will give skeleton and flesh to the invisible, the impalpable, the imponderable and the imperceptible. We will 
find abstract equivalents for every form and element in the universe, and then we will combine them according to 
the caprice of our inspiration, creating plastic complexes which we will set in motion.
Balla initially studied the speed of automobiles, thus discovering the laws and essential line-forces of speed. After 
more than twenty exploratory paintings, he understood that the flat plane of the canvas prevented him from 
reproducing the dynamic volume of speed in depth. Balla felt the need to construct, with strands of wire, 
cardboard sheets, fabrics, tissue paper, etc., the first dynamic plastic complex.

1. Abstract.
2. Dynamic. Relative movement (cinematographic) + absolute movement.
3. Extremely transparent. Because of the speed and volatility of the plastic complex, which must appear and 

disappear, light and impalpable.
4. Brightly colored and extremely luminous (using internal lights).
5. Autonomous, that is, resembling itself alone.
6. Transformable.
7. Dramatic.
8. Volatile.
9. Odorous.
10. Noise-creating. Simultaneous plastic noisiness with plastic expression.
11. Explosive, elements appear and disappear simultaneously with a bang. The free-wordist Marinetti, when we 

showed him our first plastic complexes, said enthusiastically: “Before us, art consisted of memory, anguished 
re-evocation of a lost Object (happiness, love, landscape), and therefore nostalgia, immobility, pain, distance. 
With Futurism art has become action-art, that is, energy of will, optimism, aggression, possession, 
penetration, joy, brutal reality in art. (e.g. onomatopoeia; e.g. intonarumori = motors), geometric splendor of 
forces, forward projection. Art becomes Presence, a new Object, the new reality created with the abstract 
elements of the universe. The hands of the traditionalist artist ached for the lost Object; our hands longed for 
a new object to create. That is why the new object (plastic complex) appears miraculously in yours.”



MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLASTIC COMPLEX

Necessary means: Colored strands of wire, cotton, wool, silk, of every thickness. Colored glass, tissue paper, 
celluloid, wire netting, every sort of transparent and bright material. Fabrics, mirrors, sheets of metal, colored tin-
foil, every sort of gaudy material. Mechanical and electrical devices; musical and noise-making elements, 
chemically luminous liquids of variable colors; springs, levers, tubes, etc. With these means we will construct:

Rotations:
1. Plastic complexes rotating on a pivot (horizontal, vertical, oblique).
2. Plastic complexes rotating on several pivots:

a. in the same direction but with varying speeds;
b. in opposite directions;
c. in the same and opposite directions.

Decompositions:
3. Plastic complexes which break up:

a. into volumes;
b. into layers;
c. in successive transformations (cones, pyramids, spheres, etc.).

4. Plastic complexes which break up, talk, make noises and play music simultaneously.

Decomposition, Transformation → Form + Expansion → Onomatopoeias, Sounds, Noises.
Miracle Magic:
5. Plastic complexes which appear and disappear:

a. slowly;
b. by repeated jerks (in scales);
c. with unexpected explosions. Pyrotechnics—Water—Fire—Smoke.

THE DISCOVERY—INFINITE SYSTEMATIC INVENTION

Using complex, constructive, noise-producing abstraction, in short, the Futurist style. Every action developed in 
space, every emotion felt, will represent for us a possible discovery.
Examples: Watching an aeroplane swiftly climbing while a band played in the square, we had the idea of plastic-
motor-noise music in space and the launching of aerial concerts above the city. The need to keep changing our 
environment, together with sport, led us to the idea of transformable clothes (mechanical trimmings, surprises, 
tricks, disappearance of individuals). The simultaneity of speed and noises inspired the rotoplastic noise fountain. 
Tearing up a book and throwing it down into a courtyard resulted in phono-moto-plastic advertisement and 
pyrotechnic-plastic-abstract contests. A spring garden blown by the wind led to the concept of the Magical 
transformable motor-noise flower. — Clouds flying in a storm suggested buildings in noise-ist transformable style.

THE FUTURIST TOY
In games and toys, as in all traditionalist manifestations, there is nothing but grotesque imitation, timidity (little 
trains, prams, puppets), immobile objects, stupid caricatures of domestic objects, antigymnastic and monotonous,
which can only cretinize and depress a child.
With plastic complexes we will construct toys which will accustom the child:

1. to completely spontaneous laughter (through absurdly comical tricks);
2. to maximum elasticity (without resorting to thrown projectiles, whip cracking, pin pricks, etc.);
3. to imaginative impulses (by using fantastic toys to be studied under a magnifying glass, small boxes to be 

opened at night containing pyrotechnic marvels, transforming devices, etc.)
4. to the continual exercise and sharpening of his sensitivity (in the unbounded realms of acute and exciting 

noises, smells and colors)
5. to physical courage, to fighting and to war (with gigantic, dangerous and aggressive toys that will work 

outdoors).

The Futurist toy will be very useful to adults too, keeping them young, agile, jubilant, spontaneous, ready for 
anything, untiring, instinctive and intuitive.

THE ARTIFICIAL LANDSCAPE



By developing the first synthesis of the speed of an automobile, Balla created the first plastic ensemble. This 
revealed an abstract landscape composed of cones, pyramids, polyhedrons, and the spiral of mountains, rivers, 
lights and shadows. Evidently a profound analogy exists between the essential line-forces of speed and the 
essential line-forces of a landscape. We have reached the deepest essence of the universe and have mastered 
the elements. We shall thus be able to construct.

THE METALLIC ANIMAL
Fusion of art + science. Chemistry, physics, continuous and unexpected pyrotechnics all incorporated into a new 
creature, a creature that will speak, shout and dance automatically. We Futurists, Balla and Depero, will construct 
millions of metallic animals for the greatest war (conflagration of all the creative energies of Europe, Asia, Africa 
and America, which will undoubtedly follow the current marvelous little human conflagration).
The inventions contained in this manifesto are absolute creations, generated entirely by Italian Futurism. No artist 
in France, Russia, England or Germany anticipated us by inventing anything similar or analogous. Only the Italian 
genius, which is the most constructive and architectural, could invent the abstract plastic ensemble. With this 
Futurism has determined its style, which will inevitably dominate the sensibility of many centuries to come.

Futurist Manifesto of Men's Clothing

by  Giacomo Balla
Manuscript. 1913

We Futurists, in those brief gaps between our great struggles for renewal, have spent the time discussing, as is 
our wont, very many subjects. For quite some time now we have been convinced that today's clothes, while they 
may be somewhat simplified to suit certain modern requirements, are still atrociously passéist.

WE MUST DESTROY ALL PASSÉIST CLOTHES, and everything about them which is tight-fitting, colourless, 
funereal, decadent, boring and unhygienic. As far as materials are concerned, we must abolish: wishywashy, 
pretty-pretty, gloomy, and neutral colours, along with patterns composed of lines, checks and spots. In cut and 
design: the abolition of static lines, all uniformities such as ridiculous turn-ups, vents, etc. Let us finish with the 
humiliating and hypocritical custom of wearing mourning. Our crowded streets, our theatres and cafés are all 
imbued with a depressingly funereal tonality, because clothes are made only to reflect the gloomy and dismal 
moods of today's passéists.

WE MUST INVENT FUTURIST CLOTHES, hap-hap-hap-hap-happy clothes, daring clothes with brilliant colours 
and dynamic lines. They must be simple, and above all they must be made to last for a short time only in order to 
encourage industrial activity and to provide constant and novel enjoyment for our bodies. USE materials with 
forceful MUSCULAR colours - the reddest of reds, the most purple of purples, the greenest of greens, intense 
yellows, orange, vermilion - and SKELETON tones of white, grey and black. And we must invent dynamic designs
to go with them and express them in equally dynamic shapes: triangles, cones, spirals, ellipses, circles, etc. The 
cut must incorporate dynamic and asymmetrical lines, with the left-hand sleeve and left side of a jacket in circles 
and the right in squares. And the same for waistcoats, stockings, topcoats, etc. The consequent merry dazzle 
produced by our clothes in the noisy streets, which we shall have transformed with our FUTURIST architecture, 
will mean that everything will begin to sparkle like the glorious prism of a jeweler’s gigantic glass-front, and all 
around us we shall find acrobatic blocks of colours set out like the following wordshapes:

Coffeecomhou Rosegreebastocap transpomotocar legcutshop blueblackwhitehouses aerocigarend 
skyroofliftyellight anomoviesphot barbebbenpurp.

Human beings, until now, have dressed (more or less) in black mourning.

We are fighting against:

(a) the timidity and symmetry of colours, colours which are arranged in wishy-washy patterns of idiotic spots and 
stripes;

(b) all forms of lifeless attire which make man feel tired, depressed, miserable and sad, and which restrict 
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movement producing a triste wanness;

(c) so-called 'good taste' and harmony, which weaken the soul and take the spring out of the step.

We want Futurist clothes to be comfortable and practical

Dynamic
Aggressive
Shocking
Energetic
Violent
Flying (i.e. giving the idea of flying, rising and running)
Peppy
Joyful
Illuminating (in order to have light even in the rain)
Phosphorescent
Lit by electric lamps.

Pattern changes should be available by pneumatic dispatch; in this way anyone may change his clothes 
according to the needs of mood. 

Available modifications will include:

Loving
Arrogant
Persuasive
Diplomatic
Unitonal
Multitonal
Shaded
Polychrome
Perfumed.

As a result we shall have the necessary variety of clothes, even if the people of a given city lack the imagination 
themselves.

The happiness of our Futurist clothes will help to spread the kind of good humour aimed at by my great friend 
PaIazzeschi in his manifesto against sadness.

Shortly to appear: a Futurist manifesto on Women's Clothing.
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